draw a spiral

draw a triangle

draw a spiral

draw a big pattern
colour something in
draw a line

draw parallel lines
draw a circle
copy someone else's drawing
draw punctuation
draw something from the city
write a word that you can see

as quickly as possible
as if the world depended on it
noisily
to cover the whole page
crossing as many lines as you can
half on the page and half off
noisily in a corner over someone else's drawing

messily around the edge of the page while carrying a burden

perfectly using someone else's hand with your head very close to the page
behind your back  while describing something you fear while explaining your thinking

without taking a breath with both hands simultaneously while hiding under the table

while checking your phone faster than the player before you in a colour you're wearing
SIGN YOUR NAME!

SIGN YOUR NAME!

SIGN YOUR NAME!

SIGN YOUR NAME!

SIGN YOUR NAME!

SIGN YOUR NAME!

SIGN YOUR NAME!

SIGN YOUR NAME!